INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Conditional transcription termination is a common mechanism for gene expression regulation in bacteria ([@B1]). Conditional transcriptional terminators usually occur in the 5′UTR of genes or operons, such that in some conditions an intrinsic premature transcriptional terminator is formed, preventing the transcription into the downstream gene (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). It is estimated that a significant fraction of all bacterial genes are regulated by conditional premature termination ([@B2]).

![The principle of regulation by conditional termination. A riboregulator that functions through conditional transcription termination can assume two mutually exclusive structural conformations: (**A**) A 'closed' conformation, that entails an intrinsic terminator, which is a stem-loop (strands \#3 and \#4) followed by a poly-U. This structure causes the RNA-polymerase to terminate transcription prematurely. The terminator structure is usually preceded by another stem-loop structure called the anti-antiterminator or P1 (formed by strands \#1 and \#2). (**B**) An 'open' conformation, in which an antiterminator stem (not immediately followed by a poly-U) is generated from pairing of strands \#2 and \#3, allowing the RNA-polymerase to continue transcription into the downstream gene. (**C**) The closed state ('Gene off') typically results in higher amounts of the short, prematurely terminated transcript, which can be measured by RNA-seq ([@B5]). In the open state ('gene on') more full-length transcripts are observed.](gkw749fig1){#F1}

Several types of *cis*-acting RNA-based regulation systems (riboregulators) employ conditional premature termination as part of their mechanism of action: (i) riboswitches ([@B3]), which are non-coding RNA elements that directly bind small molecule ligands and alter their structure accordingly; (ii) attenuators, which encode short upstream open reading frames (uORFs) that sense the stalling of the ribosome in case of shortage in amino acids ([@B4]) or in presence of antibiotics ([@B5],[@B6]); (iii) T-boxes ([@B7]), which sense amino acid availability by directly binding uncharged tRNAs and (iv) RNA leaders that bind specific antitermination proteins ([@B8]).

While the regulatory architypes outlined above differ significantly in their sensory strategies, they all control premature termination by switching between two alternative and mutually exclusive RNA conformations. In the repressive conformation ('closed-state'), the riboregulator assumes a terminator form, generating a hairpin structure immediately followed by a uridine rich tract (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Alternatively, in the active conformation ('open-state'), the RNA folds into an antiterminator stem-loop structure that effectively decouples the uridine tract from the terminator hairpin, therefore promoting transcription read-through into the gene (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The choice between the two possible RNA folds is determined by the presence or absence of the regulating metabolite (for riboswitches), the presence of ribosomes stalled on the riboregulator (for attenuators) or binding of a specific antitermination protein to the riboregulator (for protein-binding RNA leaders).

Recent studies show that riboregulators that function via conditional, regulated termination are more abundant than originally thought ([@B5]), conforming with previous estimates that such RNA elements are very common in bacteria ([@B9]). Several computational tools have been developed to predict the presence of such riboregulators, most of them using comparative genomics, relying on consensus secondary structures and utilizing covariance models to search for new elements ([@B10]--[@B12]). Such approaches perform well when the riboregulator is highly conserved between distant organisms, but are expected to miss RNA elements that are rare or evolutionarily diverged ([@B9],[@B13]). Several tools use thermodynamics-based methods to search for RNA elements that can adopt alternative conformations ([@B14]--[@B17]), but these methods are not specifically directed towards finding features of conditional terminators, and may be less effective in detecting riboswitches in which one of the conformations is only stable when bound to the ligand ([@B18]). To our knowledge there is currently no tool that utilizes the basic concept of mutually exclusive terminator-antiterminator conformations in order to predict riboregulators that function via regulated termination.

We developed PASIFIC ([p]{.ul}rediction of [a]{.ul}lternative [s]{.ul}tructures for [i]{.ul}denti[fi]{.ul}cation of *[c]{.ul}is*-regulation), an online tool that, given a user-provided bacterial 5′ UTR, searches this sequence for terminator-antiterminator alternative structures enabling RNA structure prediction of known and novel *cis*-acting riboregulators. Combining machine learning with prediction of alternative RNA secondary structures, this tool can detect riboswitches, attenuators and leaders in a manner not dependent on their sequence conservation in other species.

Materials and methods {#SEC2}
=====================

Collection of the positive set {#SEC2-1}
------------------------------

Known riboregulators were identified in the reference genomes of 169 human microbiome bacterial species studied in ([@B5]). For each of these genomes, the Infernal ([@B19]) cmscan tool was run with 'trusted' cutoff (--cut_tc) using all Rfam ([@B20]) models defined as Cis-reg, Riboswitch, or Leader. Results were screened for riboregulators of classes that are known by the literature to function via conditional termination. Results were further screened for hits that have a premature TTS (transcription termination site) within a 5′UTR. For Rfam models that contained the terminator stem-loop within the model, a TTS was assigned if it was adjacent to the hit (up to 50 bases downstream). For Rfam models that do not contain the terminator stem-loop within the model, a TTS was searched starting 30 bases downstream to the Rfam model and up to 80 bases downstream to the model.

Collection of the negative set {#SEC2-2}
------------------------------

Intergenic regions sized up to 600 bases were extracted from the same genomes as above. Segments of 80--400 bases that have TSSs (transcription start sites) and TTSs (with over five reads), and were expressed in the opposite orientation to the downstream gene were extracted. These segments were then scanned using the Infernal ([@B19]) cmscan tool with 'trusted' cutoff for Rfam models and we verified that this set does not contain any elements with positive Rfam hits. The set was supplemented with 27 gene terminators that were obtained by looking for TTS of genes that are regulated by the positive set and taking the last 200 bases, and 30 tRNAs from the discarded sequences.

Alternative folds prediction {#SEC2-3}
----------------------------

Positive and negative sets were filtered for elements that contain features of an intrinsic terminator at their 3′ end. For this, sequences not having a poly-U (defined as a stretch of at least three consecutive uridines and no more than 2 consecutive non-uridine bases) were discarded, as well as sequences not presenting a stem-loop structure upstream to the poly-U. For this, the RNALfold program of the ViennaRNA Package ([@B21]) was used to search for stem-loops of 15--45nt adjacent to the poly-U, with the most stable of these selected as a terminator.

To search for the antiterminator structure, the poly-U and the second strand of the terminator (strand \#4 in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) were removed and the sequence was scanned again using RNALfold looking for stem-loops that (i) begin before the terminator stem-loop but overlap it; (ii) the distance between strand \#2 and \#3 was 50nt or shorter and (iii) the structure was a simple stem-loop (allowing bulges but not allowing multiple internal stem loops). Among these stem-loops the most stable one was selected as an antiterminator. To search for the anti-antiterminator structure, the entire terminator (strand \#3 and \#4 in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) was removed from the sequence and the remaining sequence was scanned again by RNALfold for a stem loops that begins before the antiterminator and overlaps it. The longest such stem-loop was then chosen as the anti-antiterminator. Only sequences fulfilling all these structural requirements were included in the training and test sets.

Machine learning {#SEC2-4}
----------------

The positive and the negative sets were split randomly to 80% training set and 20% test set. The Random Forest 'cross-validation for feature selection' function (rfcv) of the randomForest R package ([@B22]) was used to assess how many features should be used for the classification, using a threshold of 0.2 estimated out of the bag (OOB) error rate. A classifier was built using the randomForest function in the randomForest R package ([@B22]) with all the features, and the 15 features with the highest mean decrease in Gini index were chosen for the final classifier.

For the 10-fold cross validation the training set was then divided into 10 groups, and the classifier was built 10 times, each time leaving one group out. Each classifier was then tested on the left-out group and the AUC was calculated. A final classifier was then built using all the training data and the 15 best features selected before. The classifier was then tested on the test set to assess the final AUC, sensitivity and specificity of the tool.

The classifier code is available through github: <https://github.com/adimil/PASIFIC>. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.56651.

Terminators prediction within PASIFIC {#SEC2-5}
-------------------------------------

Sequences were scanned using the RNALfold program of the ViennaRNA Package ([@B21]) for stem-loops of 15--45nt which have adjacent poly-U of 11 bases, defined according to ([@B23]) as: spacer (0--2 bases), proximal part (five bases of which at least three uridines), distal part (four bases that are not four cytosines or four purines) and overall at least four uridines.

Prediction of new riboregulators {#SEC2-6}
--------------------------------

Intergenic regions of 100--600 bases were extracted from the 169 analyzed genomes described above. Segments of 80--400 bases that have TSSs and TTSs (with over 20 reads each), and of the same orientation as the downstream gene were extracted. These segments were then scanned using the Infernal ([@B19]) cmscan tool with 'trusted' cutoff for Rfam models typed as Gene, Ribozyme, rRNA, tRNA, sRNA, Cis-reg, Riboswitch and Leader, and positive hits were filtered out. The remaining sequences were scanned using the PASIFIC tool, and sequences showing scores above the threshold of 0.5 were further reported (Supplementary Table S3).

Depiction of predicted RNA structures in the PASIFIC web server {#SEC2-7}
---------------------------------------------------------------

The alternative structures were predicted for each sequence using RNAfold ([@B21]) with structure constraints (-C), once with the predicted terminator stem-loop and anti-antiterminator stem-loop as constraints and once with the antiterminator as a constraint. Same coloring of the four stems were then added to the two RNAfold output post-script files.

Estimation of accuracy of predicted PASIFIC structures {#SEC2-8}
------------------------------------------------------

For each sequence in the positive set the Infernal ([@B19]) cmscan tool was run with 'trusted' cutoff (--cut_tc) using all Rfam ([@B20]) models defined as Cis-reg, Riboswitch, or Leader. Indels and truncated areas were removed from the Rfam predicted structure and the coordinates of the second strand of the anti-antitermiterminator were extracted. These coordinates were compared to the coordinates of the first strand of the PASIFIC predicted antiterminator, and the overlap was calculated as the percentage of bases in the second strand of the Rfam anti-antiterminator that are covered by the first strand of the PASIFIC antiterminator.

Previously validated positive control {#SEC2-9}
-------------------------------------

Sequences of regulators from Dar *et al*. ([@B5]) Supplementary Table S2 were extracted and were scanned using the PASIFIC tool with the three preset folding options. Sequences passing the threshold with at least one of the preset folding options were counted as positive hits.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

The hallmarks of a riboregulator that utilizes conditional termination can be schematically depicted as a two-stem structure, where the second stem is followed by a poly-U sequence (forming a terminator), and the second strand of the first stem can base pair with the first strand of the second stem (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We sought to use a machine learning approach that would learn the properties of known such structures (e.g. the length of the terminator and antiterminator, the free energy of the local structures, the ratios between the stabilities of the local structures, probabilities of the different folds, and more, see Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) and will enable prediction of new such elements.

###### Selected features for the Random Forest classification

  Feature name                         Explanation
  ------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  ΔG~open~                             The free energy of the 'open state' RNA fold
  ΔG~closed~                           The free energy of the 'closed state' RNA fold
  ΔG~open~/ΔG~closed~                  The ratio between the free energy of the two alternative folds
  ΔG~open~/length                      The free energy of the 'open state' RNA fold normalized to the length of the sequence
  ΔG~antiterminator~                   The strength of antiterminator stem-loop
  ΔG~antiterminator~/length            The strength of the antiterminator stem, normalized to its length
  ΔG~antiterminator~/ ΔG~terminator~   The ratio between the strength of the antiterminator and terminator stem-loops
  End~antiterminator~                  The distance, in nt, of the antiterminator stem end from the TSS
  ΔG~closed~/ΔG~MFE~                   The ratio between the free energy of the 'closed state' RNA fold and the most stable folding of the RNA molecule retrieved from RNAFold ([@B21])
  ΔG~open~/ΔG~MFE~                     The ratio between the free energy of the 'open state' RNA fold and the most stable folding of the RNA molecule retrieved from RNAFold ([@B21])
  ΔG~open~-ΔG~MFE~                     The difference in kcal/mol between the free energy of the 'open state' RNA fold and the most stable folding of the RNA molecule
  ΔG~closed~-ΔG~MFE~                   The difference in kcal/mol between the free energy of the 'closed state' RNA fold and the most stable folding of the RNA molecule
  ΔG~P1~                               The strength of the anti-antiterminator (P1) stem-loop
  ΔG~P1~/length                        The strength of the P1 stem, normalized to its length
  length ~P1~                          The length of P1

To extract positive and negative training sets for the machine learning we used a recently published, large dataset of transcriptomes sequenced for \>100 bacteria belonging to the human oral microbiome, where the transcription start sites (TSSs) and transcription termination sites (TTSs) were determined to the single-base resolution ([@B5]). We ran the Rfam Infernal tool ([@B19]) on the genomes comprising this set, and extracted known riboregulators including riboswitches, attenuators, and protein-based regulators (Methods). We then took regulators for which a clear terminator structure was present, and for which a potential antiterminator stem loop structure was identifiable using the RNALfold ([@B21]) RNA secondary structure predictor (Methods). Altogether, the positive set contained 312 known riboregulators, belonging to 18 regulator families, in 89 bacteria (Supplementary Table S1).

As a negative set, we collected non coding RNAs sized 80--400 bases, for which a TSS was identified as well as a TTS that conformed with a structure of an intrinsic terminator (Methods). For this set we only selected non coding RNAs that did not reside within the 5′UTR of a protein coding gene and were in a 'tail-to-tail' relationship with their nearby genes, to avoid cases of possible conditional terminators. These small RNAs were further filtered to remove known riboregulators. The negative set included 273 non-coding RNAs of unknown function. This set was further supplemented by 30 additional tRNAs, and 27 200bp 3′ ends of protein coding genes that end with a clear intrinsic terminator (Supplementary Table S2).

For each RNA in each of the sets we extracted a large set of features describing the composition of the RNA. Using cross validation for feature selection (Methods) we selected the 15 features with the highest mean decrease in Gini index ([@B24]), namely those features that could best differentiate between the positive and the negative sets (Supplementary Figure S1A; Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Among the strongest classifying features was the ratio between the free energy of the two alternative folds, which we found, in the positive set, to average 0.79 (±0.2) suggesting that in a *bona fide* regulatory RNA that employs conditional termination, the 'closed state' conformation is typically stronger, but not much stronger, than the 'open state' one.

We used a Random Forest algorithm ([@B22],[@B25]) to generate a classifier that differentiates between the positive and negative sets. Each dataset was randomly divided into 80% training set and 20% test set, and the classifier was trained using the selected 15 features (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). We performed a 10-fold cross-validation on the training set and found an average AUC of 0.9 with standard deviation of 0.03, suggesting little to no over fitting (Supplementary Figure S1B). Applying the resulting classifier on the test set yielded classification with high sensitivity (82.5%) and low false positive rate (specificity of 80.6%, Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). To check whether the method can perform well in the absence of term-seq data that accurately identifies the 3′ end of the riboregulator, we added 50 genomic bases to the 3′ ends of the test set sequences and predicted the position of the premature terminators using previously described guidelines ([@B23]). This resulted in slightly lower sensitivity of 73% and specificity of 88.1%, suggesting that the classifier can perform well even when the accurate 3′ end of the regulatory 5′UTR is not known.

![Classification of riboregulators (positive set) and other small ncRNAs (negative set) using a Random Forest classifier. (**A**) Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve depicting the performance of the Random Forest classifier in differentiating riboregulators from other small RNAs. The area under the curve (AUC) is 0.9. Sensitivity and specificity are specified for the score threshold (0.5) chosen as the classifier threshold. (**B**) Prediction results for the test set. Individual elements belonging to the positive and negative sets are depicted by blue and red points, respectively. Y-axis depicts the classifier score. Thick horizontal line depicts the classifier threshold (**C**) Box plot describing the classification score distribution of the positive and negative test sets.](gkw749fig2){#F2}

To examine whether the classifier can detect new riboregulators, we searched, among the available transcriptomes of the oral microbiome, for genes showing long 5′UTRs (\>100 bases) in which a TTS was observed, and for which Rfam did not identify any known regulators (Methods). Among the 5′UTRs conforming with these conditions, 47 5′UTRs passed the classifier threshold predicting a dual terminator/antiterminator conformation (Supplementary Table S3).

Four of these predicted riboregulators were found upstream of the 2-isopropylmalate synthase gene in closely related *Streptococcus* species, a genus common in the human oral cavity (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B26]). The 2-isopropylmalate synthase (*leuA*) gene encodes for an enzyme that participates in biosynthesis of L-leucine. In *Escherichia coli*, this gene is known to be regulated by ribosome-mediated attenuation, via a riboregulator (*leuL*) encoding a uORF leader peptide that contains four consecutive leucine codons ([@B27]). Under leucine-limiting conditions the ribosome stalls over the leucine-rich uORF. This, in turn, enables the formation of the antiterminator stem-loop and leads to the transcription of the full length leucine biosynthesis gene. While the *leuL* leader was described in *E. coli* ([@B27]) as well as in other proteobacteria ([@B28]), to date it was not reported in Gram-positive Firmicutes, except for rare predictions in *Lactococcus lactis* ([@B29]). Our finding indicates that the leucine biosynthesis operon in *Streptococcus* species is regulated using the exact same mechanism as in *E. coli* (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}--[C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that this mode of regulation has been established early in the evolution of bacteria. While the *Streptococcus* leader shows no significant sequence similarity to the *E. coli* one, the regulatory principle remains conserved: both leaders maintain the terminator/antiterminator structure, with a leader peptide containing several consecutive leucine codons overlapping the anti-antiterminator. These results demonstrate the evolutionary flexibility of attenuators, as recently observed also for attenuators regulating antibiotic-resistance genes ([@B5]).

![Identification of riboregulators in bacteria belonging to the human oral microbiome. (**A**) The leucine leader in *Streptococcus sanguinis* SK36. Data are shown for the *Streptococcus sanguinis* 2-isopropylmalate synthase (*leuA*) gene. Shown are RNA-seq data (blue curve), TSS inferred from 5′ end sequencing data (red arrows) and TTS inferred from term-seq data (black arrows) ([@B5]). X-axis, position on the *Streptococcus sanguinis* chromosome (NC_009009). (**B**) Predicted alternative conformations of the *LeuA* 5′UTR: Left -- the 'closed' state where strands \#3 and \#4 form a terminator. Right -- the 'open' state, with the predicted antiterminator. (**C**) Sequence of leucine-rich uORFs upstream of *LeuA* in various *Streptococcus* species and *E. coli*. (**D**) RNA seq data for the *S. sanguinis* phenylalanyl-tRNA synthase gene. (**E**) Predicted alternative conformations of the phenylalanyl-tRNA synthase 5′UTR, characteristic of a T-box leader structure. Left and right, the 'closed' and 'open' states, respectively.](gkw749fig3){#F3}

In addition to the *leuL* leader, our predictions also identified terminator/antiterminator structures for the phenylalanine tRNA synthetase gene in *Streptococci* (Figure [3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [E](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In Gram positive bacteria, this gene is known to be regulated by an upstream T-box leader, which switches between a closed or an open state when bound to charged or uncharged phe-tRNAs, respectively. However, Rfam search using the Infernal tool ([@B19]) failed to identify the 5′UTRs of these genes in *Streptococcus* species as containing T-box leaders, even when using the lowest threshold. Nevertheless, the terminator/antiterminator structure predicted by our algorithm showed a typical T-box conformation, with the antiterminator encoding the T-box sequence and the specifier loop properly encoding the phenylalanine codon. These results suggest that the *Streptococcus* phenylalanine tRNA synthetase is regulated by a diverged T-box structure that could not have been detected by commonly used tools.

To facilitate visual representation of terminator/antiterminator structures in RNA, we developed the PASIFIC web server ([p]{.ul}rediction of [a]{.ul}lternative [s]{.ul}tructures for [i]{.ul}denti[fi]{.ul}cation of *[c]{.ul}is*-regulation), available at [www.weizmann.ac.il/molgen/Sorek/PASIFIC/](http://www.weizmann.ac.il/molgen/Sorek/PASIFIC/). For a user-provided sequence, PASIFIC presents the probability of the sequence being a functional riboregulator based on the classification results, and visually shows RNA secondary structure predictions of the two alternative conformations (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The user can enter sequences up to 400 bases long in FASTA format, browse the alternative conformations, download the figure of the structures as well as download the detailed results in CSV format. Several parameters can be set within the PASIFIC query form to best suit the user-provided sequence. For example, the search for P1, the helix that holds the aptamer, is only relevant for riboswitches and can be disabled for suspected T-box leaders, attenuators or protein binding riboregulators. In addition, while the length of the antiterminator is usually limited in riboswitches, it can be longer in attenuators, and accordingly the user can choose to restrict the antiterminator length parameter within the PASIFIC prediction. Finally, in case the exact 3′ end of the input sequence is unknown, PASIFIC can predict the position of the terminator if the relevant parameter is selected.

![The PASIFIC web server. (**A**) Screenshot of the query page (left) and the results page (right) with predicted alternative conformations of a TPP riboswitch given as an example. (**B**) Comparison of the experimental alternative structures of the purine riboswitch (adapted from ([@B38])) (top) and its PASIFIC-predicted structures (bottom). Left: the 'closed' state where the anti-antiterminator (P1) is stabilized by the bound purine and strands \#3 and \#4 form a terminator. Right: the 'open' state, where in the absence of purine the P1 stem is not stabilized and strand \#2 is free to form an antiterminator with strand \#3.](gkw749fig4){#F4}

To estimate the accuracy of the structures predicted by PASIFIC, we compared the structures derived from PASIFIC predictions for the 312 riboregulators in our positive training set to the experimentally determined model structures in Rfam. Specifically, we asked to what extent our antiterminator prediction (RNA strand \#2 in Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) overlaps with the anti-antiterminator in the Rfam model (RNA strand \#2 in Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In 49% of the cases there was a complete agreement between the PASIFIC prediction and the Rfam model (Methods). Moreover, in additional 16% of the cases, complete agreement was observed when the default PASIFIC parameters were altered (see above). These results suggest that, to a large extent, the PASIFIC--reported structures overlap with experimentally determined ones. For example, Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows a comparison between the experimentally determined structure of the Purine riboswitch ([@B30]), and the structure derived from the PASIFIC prediction. While complex aptamer conformations such as pseudoknots cannot be predicted by PASIFIC, the general terminator/antiterminator relationship predicted by the webserver conforms well with the known structure.

In a recent study, we used term-seq to detect known and novel riboregulators in three model organisms: *Bacillus subtilis, Listeria monocytogenes* and *Enterococcus faecalis* ([@B5]). We examined the 164 elements experimentally detected in these three organisms as having premature termination using the PASIFIC webserver. We found that 104 of the 164 term-seq validated riboregulators (63%) pass the PASIFIC threshold for having terminator/antiterminator structures, including the novel antibiotic-sensitive riboregulator found upstream to the *lmo0919* gene in *L. monocytogenes*, which was experimentally validated as working via a termination/antitermination mechanism ([@B5]). Out of the 60 sequences that did not pass the PASIFIC threshold, 20 did not have a detectable intrinsic terminator, and the rest were both known and novel regulators. These results further validate the utilization of the PASIFIC webserver for detection of such riboregulators.

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

We present a machine-learning based approach (and an accompanying online tool) for discovery of riboregulators that encode conditional termination. Our approach is based on a search for mutually exclusive, alternative RNA conformations followed by a machine learning classification. The method does not rely on sequence or structural conservation and therefore can potentially enable detection of rare classes of riboregulators that are challenging to detect using comparative genomics ([@B9]). Since the basic mechanism of alternative RNA folding is common among the different types of riboregulators (riboswitches, attenuators, protein-based leaders), this method is not limited to a specific system. Moreover this method can predict the functional segments of the regulator---terminator and antiterminator and thus provides an easy framework for experimental validation of the predicted elements. Indeed, using this method we predicted a set of putative novel regulatory elements in various bacterial genomes (Supplementary Table S3), which would require further experimental verification in the future.

A number of studies have attempted to use structural predictions for the discovery of riboswitches. Some of these studies are conservation based, requiring comparative genomics for structural prediction ([@B10],[@B11],[@B31],[@B32]). Our approach requires only a single sequence for prediction of alternative structure conformation, and is hence useful for highly diverged riboregulators, as well as for identifying alternative structures within synthetically designed riboregulators prior to experimental testing. Other studies utilized single sequences, searching for clusters of predicted suboptimal structures ([@B15],[@B16]) or local energy minima within the RNA conformations landscape ([@B33],[@B34]) to predict alternative structures. While these approaches generally predict alternative possible conformations, our approach is focused on detecting conditional termination, and is less computationally expensive.

For a successful prediction of the two alternative conformations our method requires *a-priori* knowledge on the premises of the studied 5′ UTR regulator, and specifically the transcription start point and premature termination point. While methods that determine the exact TSS of bacterial transcripts are commonly used ([@B35]), methods to determine the 3′ ends of bacterial RNAs were only recently introduced. In this study we found the positions of the premature termination points using data derived from term-seq, an RNA sequencing method that determines RNA 3′ end positions in bacteria at a single-base resolution ([@B5]). In case term-seq data is absent, PASIFIC also allows prediction of the premature terminator using a specific parameter. In future applications, it would be possible to use one of the computational tools available for prediction of transcriptional terminators, such as TransTermHP ([@B36]) or WebGeSTer ([@B37]) to predict the 3′ end of the riboregulator. In such cases the sensitivity will depend on the sensitivity of the terminator prediction tool used.

A number of recent studies have predicted that conditional termination is a much more common mode of regulation in bacteria than previously thought ([@B5]). However, it was shown that in many cases, current computational methods are not efficient in the discovery of such elements. The online server we developed, PASIFIC, can be a useful tool in discovery and validation of new such elements in the future.
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